INSTRUCTION BOOKLET

How to use the iTAG battery tracking system

A technician’s guide to maintaining deep
cycle, lead-acid traction batteries, using
the Philadelphia Scientific iTAG system.
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How does the system work?

This booklet is designed to assist you in how to best use the iTAG system to schedule,
manage and record the maintenance of the fork lift truck batteries.
1. Each battery is assigned a unique asset tag called the iTAG. This tag is attached
permanently to the battery. This identifies and is always associated to this one battery.

2. The service technician carries a key chain sized barcode scanner and an "Activity code
book" which contains barcodes for different possible activities and observations.

3. When performing a service, making an observation or repairing a battery the technician
scans the battery tag, and then scans the activity contained in the activity code book (i.e. if
you top a battery, scan “battery topped”)

You will mainly be tracking maintenance activities (topping a battery / cleaning etc.) but you
can also make observations of damage, and record repair activities with the scanner.
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OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS

What to do when topping up batteries

Check which batteries
are scheduled for topping
on www.itagworld.com

Locate the batteries that
need topping.

After topping up, scan the
iTAG on the battery.

Then scan the activity, in
this case “Battery Topped”

Repeat steps 1 to 4 for any other observations or repairs to the battery

How to upload scans to iTAGWorld

Connect the scanner to
the USB of your PC.

PASSWORD

Open the iTAG uploader
software, it is called the
ITU.

After logging in, click on
the download button, and
then click on the upload
button.

The records will be
updated after 2 hours on
www.itagworld.com

How to view service records in iTAGWorld

Log into
www.itagworld.com.
Contact your ASM for
username and password.
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Click on the site you want
to view and a sheet will
appear with a map and a
list of the batteries.

You can see how many
days since the last service.
You can use this as a guide
for which batteries are
scheduled for topping.

You can print this list as a
reference if you wish.

OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS

How to use the website www.itagworld.com
Log on to www.itagworld.com with the username and password that has been provided to you. This
will be your email address and the password will be the site reference.
On the screen you will see the site(s) you are responsible for.
Click on to the site you wish to view.
Next, you will see this screen:

You can print this list off as a checklist during your battery maintenance.
Prioritise those batteries that have not been topped for the longest time
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How to add battery ID numbers to the description in iTAGWorld.
Log on to www.iTAGWorld.com with the username and password that has been provided to you.
Hover over the site with your cursor and select using the left hand mouse button.
1. Select
site

You will see the following screen:

2. Select iTAG
number

Use the cursor to hover over the iTAG number that you wish to edit. The cursor arrow changes to a
hand. Select the itag number by pressing the left hand button on your mouse.
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You can change as much information as you want apart from the iTAG number.
When you have changed the description, the reference number appears on the front page which
makes batteries easily identifiable.

Do not change
theiTAG number

The information entered here
will appear on the front sheet.
Put your reference here.

Enter any other information as
you may require.

Remember to click save.

Do the same for the Battery Chargers
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How to approve a new battery into the system
If a new battery or charger appears on site, or maybe a battery doesn’t have an iTAG attached to it,
you need to do the following:
1. Attach an iTAG to the battery:
If the filling system is a Water Injector lift out the
injector and put it through the iTAG hole and back
into the vent.
If the filling system is a BFS or other low pressure
filling system, attach the iTAG using a polypropylene
(acid resistant) tie wrap. Ensure the iTAG will not get
easily damaged.

2. Scan the iTAG on the battery, and then scan the registration code in the activity book for the
voltage i.e. 24v, 48v, 80v etc. This must be done.
3. Upload the scans using the ITU software (see instructions on page 3).
Wait 2 hours for the battery to enter the system. Log on to www.iTAGWorld.com with the username
and password that has been provided to you.
Click on administration
You will see the following screen:
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Sometimes batteries will appear on site with iTAGs attached to them. You may not know that they
are new to your site and you will scan them in your normal service.
When you first scan these batteries they will migrate onto the sites asset list where they are
currently located.
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How to remove a battery from the system
Sometimes a battery iTAG number will appear at the top of your list and the number of days since
last being serviced will keep on increasing.
This could either be because:
• The battery is on site, but hasn't been maintained for a long time
• The battery is no longer on site
• The iTAG has been removed or has been ripped off
To keep your itagworld site tidy, if you are sure that you cannot locate the battery in your routine
maintenance, you can remove it from your list.
Follow the instructions on pages 5 and 6
You will see the following screen:
Do not change
theiTAG number
Click on the drop down list and
from this list select “Location
Unknown”.

In the Notes section write the
name of the site where the
battery has been removed from
and the date that it was
removed.

Remember to click save.
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The iTAG will now be removed from your list.
If the battery is removed from your site and is scanned on another site, it will automatically move
over to that site.
It will still need to be approved onto the new site by the engineer of that site.
If an iTAG has been broken off or has been lost then follow the same instruction as above and then
open up the lost iTAG and change its location to “Location Unknown”. In the Notes section enter the
new iTAG number that you have fitted and the date.

Click on the drop down list and
from this list select “Location
Unknown”.
Enter the new iTAG number and
the date and the site reference
i.e. ASDA Bristol CDC New Site.

When you have scanned the new replacement iTAG, follow the above instructions but in the notes
put in the old iTAG number and the date. This will help to maintain the history on this battery.
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How to get the best topping schedule
The iTAG system can help you to get the optimum frequency for topping batteries.
Achieving optimum topping intervals is important for several reasons:



You can avoid wasting time by only topping up batteries that require water, when they need
it.
Your can avoid battery damage by ensuring electrolyte levels never get low enough to cause
damage.

Follow these steps to ensure the correct topping frequency is achieved.




Instead of topping up all batteries on a specific day, only top up those batteries with a blinky
flashing red or with float indicator low after charge has finished.
Always disconnect the battery from the charger before topping up. Charging gases will
interfere with the topping system and cause over topping of the battery.
Regularly check the battery room for batteries that require water.

Tips on using the iTAG system







If you see damage, scan it! There are a lot of ‘observation’ scans in the activity book
provided to you. They are there to be used and are a good record of site damage that you
can refer to and report on if required.
Upload your scans frequently – this way, the system stays updated.
Keep your scanner charged up by using the lead provided to connect it to your PC and leave
it connected until the LED turns green.
It is good practice, before you use your scanner, to connect it to your PC and open up the
ITU software and log in to configure the time and date. If the scanner loses charge
completely it not only stops working, but also forgets the date and time.
If the scanner does run out of battery, when you connect to the PC, remember to open up
the ITU software and log in to configure the time.
If you press and hold the large button on the scanner it turns off the sound (the bleep) which
makes it difficult to operate. This can happen by accident in normal use. If this does happen
then press and hold the button for 10 seconds and this will turn the sound (the bleep) back
on.
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Frequently asked questions
Q. I can't scan the battery because it doesn’t have an iTAG attached?
A. Attach an iTAG and follow the steps on page 7
Q. I don’t have any iTAGs left – how can I get some more?
A. Make a note of how many you require, then contact your ASM who will be able to organise more
iTAGs to be sent to you.
Q. I can’t remember my username!
A. Your username is always your email address. If you have forgotten your password, there is a link
on the log in page of iTAGWorld.com. Click on this and enter your email address. A new password
will be emailed to you.
Q. My scanner is not working.
A. Your scanner may have run out of battery. Charge it up by attaching it to a PC with the lead
supplied. It should be fully charged within 3 hours. If the scanner still doesn't work after this, please
contact your ASM who will arrange for it to be replaced.
Q. I have lost the activity book!
A. All activity scans can be downloaded from iTAGWorld.com. Log in with your normal username and
click on 'administration'. Then click on 'print activity labels and select which ones you require
temporarily. Contact your ASM for a replacement.
Q. There’s a battery at the top of my list that I can’t find to scan!
A. This battery may have moved off site or the iTAG may have been removed or ripped off. If you are
certain it is no longer on site, you can remove it by following the steps on page 9.
Q. I’ve got a new PC / my ITU Software doesn’t work.
A. If you've got a new computer you will need to have the ITU software reinstalled.
Contact your ASM who will be able to obtain this and get it installed.
If the ITU software isn't working - check your internet connection. If the internet is connected ok,
shut down your PC and restart. If you continue to experience problems, contact your ASM who will
be able to assist.
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Service Method for iTAG
Observation

Decision

iTAG fitted

no

Scans

Maintenance Action

Sub-Procedure

Fit iTAG to battery
Battery iTAG
24V
36V
40V
48V
72V
80V

yes

Battery iTAG

Observations (Visual Inspections)

poor
worse than average
average
better than average
good

Serviceability

Move to next
battery

no

Battery iTAG

Asset out of Service

yes

Battery iTAG

Heavy corrosion

No action required

yes

Battery iTAG

Plug & harness damage

Fit tape "Warning! Risk of
Electrical Hazard"

Battery iTAG
Float system repaired

Float system damage
Battery iTAG

Fill repair

Battery iTAG
Injector system repaired

Injector system damage
Battery iTAG

Fill repair

yes

Battery iTAG

Cell damaged

No action required

yes

Battery iTAG

Vent cap damaged

No action required

yes

Battery iTAG

Vent cap missing

No action required

yes

Battery iTAG

Airmix damaged

No action required

yes
Heavy corrosion
no
Plug & harness damage
no
Filling system damaged

yes

no

Cell damaged
no
Vent cap damaged
no
Vent cap missing
no
Airmix damaged
no
Requires water

yes
Fill battery with water using
gun
Gun filled

Battery iTAG
Fill battery with water using
float system

no

Float filled

Battery iTAG

Injector filled

Battery iTAG

Battery iTAG

Battery electrolyte level OK

Maintenance

Fill battery with water using
injector system

Spillage detected
no

No action required

Attach vacuum pump and
drain tray

yes
Tray drained

Battery iTAG
Maintain cleaniness of
battery using wipes, brush,
etc.

Cleaniness maintained

Battery iTAG

Move to next
battery
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